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Abstract. Information of speech units like vowels, consonants and 
syllables can be a kind of knowledge used in text-independent Short 
Utterance Speaker Recognition (SUSR) in a similar way as in text-
dependent speaker recognition. In such tasks, data for each speech 
unit, especially at the time of recognition, is often not enough. Hence, it 
is not practical to use the full set of speech units because some of the 
units might not be well trained. To solve this problem, a method of using 
speech unit categories rather than individual phones is proposed for 
SUSR, wherein similar speech units are put together, hence solving the 
problem of sparse data. We define Vowel, Consonant, and Syllable 
Categories (VC, CC and SC) with Standard Chinese (Putonghua) as a 
reference. A speech utterance is recognized into VC, CC ad SC 
sequences which are used to train Universal Background Models (UBM) 
for each speech unit category in the training procedure, and to perform 
speech unit category dependent speaker recognition, respectively. 
Experimental results in Gaussian Mixture Model-Universal Background 
Model (GMM-UBM) based system give a relative equal error rate (EER) 
reduction of 54.50% and 40.95% from minimum EERs of VCs and SCs, 
respectively, for 2 seconds of test utterance compared with the existing 
SUSR systems. 

Keywords: Short Utterance Speaker Recognition, Vowel Categories, 
Universal Background Vowel Category Model. 

1. Introduction 

In real-time speaker recognition there can be circumstances where obtaining 
appropriate speech data might become difficult. Conditions like noisy 
background, faulty devices or unwilling speakers, are a few of the many 
factors that might reduce the available amount of speech data. Hence, it 
becomes essential to make the most of the available data efficiently by 
employing short utterances of speech to identify a speaker. Short Utterance 
Speaker Recognition (SUSR) has recently emerged as an important area of 
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research. SUSR technology attempts to use small amount of data from short 
utterances of speech for recognition purpose. In conventional speaker 
recognition systems, a large amount of data is required for a successful 
speaker identification system. However, SUSR attempts to use smaller 
amount of data for the recognition task. Different research endeavors have 
described different lengths for short utterance from around a minute to less 
than 10 seconds. However, recently the meaning of short utterance has taken 
a turn to mean less than 3 seconds of speech. 

When utterance lengths are short, there is not enough variation is speech 
for an efficient speaker recognition task. Therefore, the performance of 
speaker recognition systems deteriorates sharply when utterance lengths are 
shorter than 10 seconds.  

It is because of the declining performance of speaker recognition with short 
utterances that we were motivated to investigate the characteristics of sounds 
at phoneme level, which is the smallest meaningful unit of speech. The 
pronunciation idiosyncrasies of a speaker begin at phoneme level. Therefore 
we study the phonemes in different languages. To begin our study we limited 
ourselves to the vowels. We created a set of vowel categories to use them as 
phoneme sequences and then perform speaker recognition on 1-3 seconds of 
the sequence lengths. We extend our research onto other speech units like 
consonants and later the combination of vowels and consonants i.e. syllables.  

Ultimately this research is intended to have the following contributions: 
1. To describe the importance of phonemes and their combination 

(speech units like vowels and syllables) in Short Utterance speaker 
recognition. 

2. Making the SUSR system essentially language and text independent 
by designing speech unit categories. 

3. Improving the performance of speaker recognition by employing 
speech unit category sequences for training speaker models and for 
performing recognition with utterance lengths of 1-3 seconds. 

4. Reduction of comparative training length by using speech unit 
categories.  

1.1. Related Work 

Generally, speaker recognition comprises of three steps: feature extraction, 
statistical modeling and score calculation. Most of the conventional speaker 
recognition systems perform feature extraction using various frame sizes 
shifts or vocal source features called wavelet octave coefficients of residues 
(WOCOR) [1, 2, 3]. For statistical modeling, eigenvoice and factor analysis 
subspace estimation are applied [4]. CGMM-UBM (Clustered GMM-UBM) and 
sub GMM-UBM methods are also used in many system, which find their basis 
in clustering and subspace estimation [5]. Though conventional, the 
improvements built on these techniques are widely used in speaker 
recognition. These methods, however, require a large amount of speech data 
for training as well as recognition purposes. This is the reason why these 
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methods do not perform well when utterance length becomes shorter than a 
minute. 

The innovative method of Phonetic or prosodic speaker recognition makes 
use of idiosyncrasies in a person’s speech to identify a speaker e.g. 
pronunciation habits [6, 7]. This method, too, requires a large amount of 
speech processing and training data, again making it quite difficult to be 
performed when speech data is not enough. 

In order to solve the problem of large data required to perform speaker 
recognition, research has lead the use of Factor Analysis, Joint Factor 
Analysis (JFA), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and I-vector based 
technologies [1, 6, 7]. In other works performing short utterance speaker 
recognition, Dimension decoupled GMM is applied [8]. Training and testing 
with 10 seconds of speech on variations of GMM and SVM have also shown 
improvements in results [7]. Since SUSR is a complicated task, it has also 
been used in combination with video aid for better results [9].  Mel-frequency 
cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) based 
system has been employed in using phonemes for speaker recognition [10] 
which suggests that using larger amount of training data; phoneme level 
speaker recognition can be improved. A study of formant contours at 
consonant-vowel boundary has shown that a speaker can be identified using 
information at the consonant to vowel transition boundary, which makes use 
of the distinctive “speaker-style” [11]. The biannual National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) Speaker Recognition Evaluation (SRE) 
also presents the optional test of 10-second evaluation [12]. The length of 
utterance in most of these cases is around 10 seconds.  

I-vector based technology has proven its vast advantage in recent studies 
[6]. The i-vector based SUSR achieves a minimum of 21.98% of EER for 2 
seconds of test utterance. In performing SUSR, most of the research has 
been conducted using 10 seconds of utterances.. 

1.2. Performance of Existing SUSR Techniques 

The term “Short Utterances” has taken various meanings and hence evolved 
in recent years, ranging from more than a minute to only a few seconds. 
Different studies have taken a different measure for short utterance. 
Previously most of the works defined short utterance to be around 10 seconds 
of speech [12]. However, as the need of short utterance speaker recognition 
grew, utterance lengths were defined to be shorter. Of late, research has 
taken a turn and utterances as short as 2-3 seconds are being used in order 
to recognize, validate and discern a speaker. 

Working in the domain of short utterances, it has been observed that the 
overall performance decreases significantly when utterance length becomes 
smaller than 20 seconds. A comparison of different researches on SUSR [6, 
7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] was made and it was observed that although 
performance of speaker recognition in terms of EER% remains close to 5-6% 
on average (minimum EER of 3.13% and maximum being 13.47% for more 
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than a minute of test utterances) when utterance lengths are more than a 
minute long down to 20 seconds, there is a considerable drop in performance 
when utterance lengths go below  20 seconds of speech (EER reaching 
around 12% with 20 seconds of speech). The decline in performance is more 
marked when utterances are shorter than 10 seconds (average EER at 10 
seconds from different systems being 18.32%). The average EER% of SUSR 
systems using 4 seconds of speech decline to 24.15% (min: 17.38%, max: 
31.3%) and when 2 seconds of speech is used, the performance of different 
methods give an average of 28.94% EER (min: 21.98%, max: 36.16%). 
Hence, there is an exponential drop in performance when utterance lengths 
are below 10 seconds for test speech.  

Considering the dwindling efficiency below 10 seconds, it becomes 
intriguing as well as incumbent that shorter utterances than 10 seconds be 
investigated for better results. Our motivation to strive for a solution to the 
problem of short utterances in speaker recognition comes from Phonetic 
Speaker Recognition (PSR). We attempt to find the usefulness of phoneme 
similarities in speaker recognition when using short utterances. Hence, we 
propose a category based short segment speaker recognition that can use 
vowel, consonant and syllable categories in SUSR. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the 
framework of the Speaker Recognition system used. Experimentation details 
on continuous speech divided in random segments are given in Section 3. 
Section 4 discusses Vowel Categories and their performance in SUSR. This 
discussion and performance analysis is continued in Section 5 with Syllable, 
Consonant and improved Vowel Categories. Finally, we draw our conclusions 
and present future research prospects in Section 6. 

2. Speaker Recognition System Framework 

2.1. Proposal and Framework Overview 

In our previous work [18], we devised an innovative design of speaker 
recognition, which was based on phoneme-classes for speaker recognition, 
creating a Phoneme Category Based Short Utterance Speaker Recognition 
(PCBSUSR). For this purpose, a vowel-class set was defined, i.e. a language-
independent set of vowel categories. The vowel-class set was defined using 
linguistic knowledge of vowels. Consonants were not used for the study 
because consonants are more complex to recognize and categorize. The 
vowels categories were defined to help cover maximum number of the vowels 
in most languages. In training phase a group of vowel-class models was built 
with respect to each speaker making a speaker vowel-class model. In test 
phase the test utterance was first recognized into a sequence of phonemes 
and then speaker recognition was performed on the utterance using the vowel 
categories from the recognized phonemes. The system performance was not 
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very efficient as it gave 46% EER. There were, however, many constraints 
during the experiments including quality of speech segmentation and 
recognition. In the subsequent study, initially the speech segmentation 
problem was addressed. We decided to use speech segments such that each 
segment was a complete unit of meaningful sound, vowels in this case. In this 
study, we devised five VCs. In [19], we presented Syllable categories (SCs), 
wherein utterances were recognized into syllables and then assigned to 
appropriate categories. The results of this study showed that the syllables are 
very significant speech with respect to speaker recognition and they contain a 
large amount of speaker information. 

In the current research, we present how improvement in category 
classification can be beneficial to speaker recognition. Hence we propose new 
vowel categories and their improvement, and a new set of syllables categories 
(SC). In addition, we present consonant categories (CC) and compare their 
performance with vowel and syllable categories so that we can determine 
which type of speech units give better performance.  

This research would help in understanding that though speech recognition 
plays an important role in text dependent speaker recognition, when the 
duration gets shorter than one second, exact phone recognition is not 
important. Instead, broader phoneme-classes/categories can provide good 
results as well. This makes the system reasonably text independent. The use 
of phoneme properties helps bring together similar phonemes under single 
category for speaker recognition. Also, this research will help in understanding 
that there are speaker related phonemic idiosyncrasies which can be put to 
use in SUSR by exploring the role of vowels and other speech units in 
speaker recognition. Furthermore, this study will strive to show that in speaker 
recognition with short utterances, it is important to use complete segments of 
phonemes rather than continuous speech cut in random segments. The 
random segments lose speaker information where a complete speech unit 
retains it. 

2.2. Baseline System 

Our baseline system has been organized as follows. Feature extraction is 
performed on a 20-millisecond frame every 10-milliseconds. The pre-
emphasis coefficient is 0.97 and hamming windowing is applied to each pre-
emphasized frame. Voice activity detection based on energy is performed with 
each frame, resulting in the labeling of either valid or invalid. 16-dimensional 
MFCC features are extracted from the utterances only for those valid frames 
with 30 triangular Mel filters used in the MFCC calculation. For each frame, 
the MFCC coefficients and their first delta coefficients form a 32-dimentional 
feature vector. Gender-independent UBM consists of 1,024 mixture 
components and are trained using EM algorithm [20]. For the MAP training 
[20], only mean vectors were adapted with a relevance factor of 16. The 
baseline system is a speaker verification system based on the conventional 
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GMM-UBM. Note, that previously [18], the EER of this system was 46% using 
phoneme categories. 

2.3. Database 

The experiments were performed using the “Annotated Speech Corpus of 
Chinese Discourse (ASCCD) from Institute of Linguistics, Chinese Academy 
of Social Sciences, Beijing, China” [21]. The dataset consists of sentences 
uttered by 10 Chinese speakers (5 males and 5 females). Each speaker 
spoke 47 sentences of average duration of 25 seconds, in normal speech. 30 
utterances of the speakers were selected to train the UBM while the 
remaining (17) utterances were used for testing purpose. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of Model Training in SUSR using Phoneme Categories (PC) 
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2.4. Universal Background Model Training and Testing 

In our experiments, a Universal Background Model (UBM) [7] is built based on 
the EM algorithm and the GMM modeling using MAP algorithm. During 
speaker recognition, the test utterance is scored against its corresponding 
UBM, giving n scores. These n scores are fused to obtain the final score. 

We propose a SUSR framework which is described as follows: 
The speech would first be passed through a phoneme recognizer, which 

would recognize the speech into phoneme categories sequences. This would 
result into the phoneme category sequence files for each speaker. For 
example category ‘a’ for “speaker A” would contain ‘a’ type sounds from the 
training utterance of “speaker A”. Similarly phoneme category sequence file of 
each phoneme category for every speaker would be created. These 
sequences would then be given as input to the GMM-UBM system wherein a 
Speaker Phoneme Category Model would be created for each Speaker 
Phoneme Category, resulting in speaker models against each phoneme 
category.  

Later the same process of recognition of speech into phoneme categories 
would be applied during testing. The resulting phoneme category files of 
specified length would then be matched against the corresponding models 
and scored to give the recognition result. 

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are block diagram representation of our proposed SUSR 
system with Phoneme Categories. 
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Fig. 2. Block Diagram of Recognition and Scoring in SUSR 
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2.5. Designing Phoneme Categories 

Each speech utterance, most likely a sentence, a phrase or an exclamation, 
comprises of words. Each word is formed of syllables and syllables are made 
up of vowels, consonants or both. Therefore, it is important to take into 
account these meaningful units of sounds to design meaningful categories for 
SUSR. 

We propose the  following process flow for designing phoneme categories. 
This process flow has been shown in Fig. 3:  

1. Studying the types of sound. 
2. Learning the types of vowels and their properties. 
3. Studying the vowel structure of most common languages spoken in the 

world. 
4. Designing the vowel categories which would cover most languages. 
5. Studying the consonant types. 
6. Designing consonant categories in the most generic form. 
7. Designing syllable categories based upon the vowel and consonant 

categories. 

3. Performance of Speaker recognition with continuous 
speech divided randomly 

3.1. Importance of Meaningful Segmentation of Speech  

When we are developing a speaker recognition system to make use of short 
utterances, speech segmentation is an important factor. It is important that 
each segment of sound should be meaningful. According to Adami et al. [22], 
segmentation of speech in an appropriate manner is needed when 
prosodic/high level features are being used for speaker recognition. During 
normal speech, there can be many clicks, hiss and random noise sounds, like 
ingressive sounds at an expression of regret or laughter or other similar 
expressions which carry little speaker information. Also, random picking up of 
segments might give an unknown mix of sounds like a combination of a 
palatal stop and low vowel, none of which, if chosen at random, would give a 
consistent result. A model developed from such random sounds would vary 
dramatically when segmentation of speech would be changed. To elaborate 
this fact, we show in Section 3.2 that a system based on utterances 
segmented in random, does not perform well when utterance lengths are as 
short as 3, 2 and 1 second. 
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Fig. 3. Process flow of Designing Phoneme Categories 

3.2. Experimentation and Results 

In order to test the system performance, we decided to first conduct speaker 
recognition experiments using our system without dividing speech into 
phoneme categories, so that a comparison could be made between 
categorical and continuous speech based speaker recognition systems. 

We conducted an experiment with 2.5 minutes of training data for each 
speaker, which was used to train the GMM-UBM models for each speaker. 
Recognition was performed on full length of test utterances (9 minutes on 
average), and then by dividing the utterances into segments of 3 seconds, 2 
seconds and 1 second in testing phase. The training of speaker models and 
testing was done with the system and database described in Section 2.  
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The results of this experiment are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. System Performance of SUSR with continuous Speech with Training length of 
2.5 minutes 

Utterance Length (Training-Testing) EER% 

2.5min-full (8min) 9.09 
2.5-3 sec 19.46 
2.5-2 sec 22.53 
2.5-1 sec 29.56 

 
It can be seen from Table 1 that although the system performs 

considerably well with long test utterance, there is a sharp decline in 
performance in terms of EER% when test length is equal to or less than 3 
seconds. The high values of EERs show that the system performance 
remains unreliable and it can be improved by investigating further into the 
short utterance properties. 

Hence the SUSR using continuous speech poses a concern for speaker 
recognition systems. This is why we propose categorical division (i.e. 
segmentation of sounds) of speech units for speaker recognition system. 

  This also shows that randomly dividing speech into segments does not 
give good results. Hence, investigating further into speech units when the 
utterance lengths are short, becomes important. This is why we propose 
categorical division of speech units for speaker recognition system as we 
describe in Section 4. 

3.3. Importance of Phoneme based Short Utterance SR 

Due to the several difficulties presented by using continuous speech and low 
performance of current SUSR systems , we decided to look deeper into using 
phonetic cues for speaker recognition. There are the following potential 
disadvantages of using continuous speech for speaker recognition with short 
utterances: 

1. Using continuous speech, the performance of speaker recognition falls 
exponentially below 10 seconds of speech. 

2. The random segments generated from continuous speech can result in 
unexpected and unintelligible mix of sounds when segment lengths 
become smaller. 

3. There is not much continuous speech available in emergency situations 
where there might be a lot of bursts and breaks in speech. 

We believe phonemes are the correct, meaningful and practical unit which 
should be employed in speaker recognition using short utterances. We 
believe phonemes based Short utterance SR will have vast advantage over 
continuous speech for the following reasons: 
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1. When recognizing a speaker using short utterances of sound, it is 
important that the units of sounds should be meaningful. Phonemes are 
the smallest meaningful unit of sound.  

2. For SUSR, the utterances of speech should be practical. The random 
segmentation of sounds do not allow intelligible and practical 
utterances. 

3. It has been shown by study of phonetic speaker recognition that 
phonetic idiosyncrasies improve speaker recognition vastly [24].  

4. Various studies have shown that high level characteristics in speech 
have vast advantage in speaker recognition [25].  

5. High level characteristics can be mapped onto the low level features 
like formant frequencies [11]. Therefore, high level idiosyncrasies can 
be mapped onto the acoustic features. This is only possible with short 
utterances of speech. 

6. Due to physiology of phoneme production, the phonemes contain 
distinct wave patterns which vary from speaker to speaker. This is 
because of the habit of speaking e.g. style of tongue rolling, or lisping 
etc. 

7. Phoneme combinations (like syllables) can cover more speaker specific 
information because of speaker habits in uttering a specific 
combination of sounds. 

4. Vowel Categories for PCBSUSR 

As described in Section 3, continuous speech, if randomly divided into 
segments, does not perform well when utterance lengths are short. This is 
why we study smaller speech units by taking the whole phoneme/syllable into 
account, such that the speech segment is not random, but a meaningful unit 
of sound.  

For an SUSR system that is language independent, we studied the 
phonology (systematic organization of sounds in languages) of phoneme 
production. The detailed study was made in order to figure out those 
phonemes which overlap in most commonly spoken languages of the world. 
The kind of sounds studied were mainly the egressive sounds (sounds 
produced by pushing the air out of the vocal tract), e.g. plosives, affricates, 
fricatives, continuants and vowels. Like in our previous study [18], we initially 
confine ourselves to the study of vowels and their properties to choose a 
universal vowel set for languages. Fig. 4 is the illustration of vowels according 
to International Phonetic Association [26]. 
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Fig. 4. Vowels in languages 

4.1. Vowel Characteristics 

Height, Backness, Roundedness, Nasalization and R-coloration are the 
features that define a vowel [27]. Considering height and backness to be the 
main features, vowels were searched for in main languages of the world. For 
the purpose of our experimentation, we selected two languages i.e. English 
and Chinese, keeping them as baselines for the future system. The reason for 
choosing English is because it has a fairly large vowel inventory, which can be 
mapped onto most other common languages. 

Diphthongs or gliding vowels are those, which glide from one quality to 
another during s production, e.g. “cow”. They are different from unilateral 
vowels, such that boundary where change takes place is not distinctly 
recognizable. English and Chinese, both contain many diphthongs. It is hard 
to ignore them altogether, since a huge amount of speech consists of vowels 
and a large portion of them are diphthongs. Diphthongs, however, pose a 
problem since they are vowels which might contain two very different vowel 
types. Most of the times, one vowel is dominant. Hence we propose to solve 
this problem by categorizing vowels into categories in a way that diphthongs 
are categorized on the basis of the first dominant vowel that appears in the 
diphthong. 

4.2. Proposed Vowel Categories 

Previously in [18], we defined eight categories of vowels. However we now 
define the following five categories of vowels: 

1. Category a: low centre vowels, and those vowels which have dominant 
lower central vowels. 

2. Category e: mid centre. 
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3. Category i: front high followed by neutral vowel (e.g. /a/), front high i 
followed by front vowel or none (e.g. /i/, /e/) and front high i followed by 
back vowel (e.g. /o/, /u/). 

4. Category o: mid back rounded and those vowels which have dominant 
mid back vowels. 

5. Category u: high back and (yu): high back unrounded. 
 

The new categories are defined because of the following reasons: 
 
1. To make a considerably uniform distribution of vowels across 

categories. 
2. Some previous categories did not give very good results; it is assumed 

that along with the quality of segmentation, there was less number of 
phones in those categories. 

 
The categories are defined based on dominant vowels in case of 

diphthongs. This distribution can be subject to scrutiny and subsequent 
change. 

4.3. Phoneme Extraction 

The speech data from “Annotated Speech Corpus of Chinese Discourse 
(ASCCD) from Institute of Linguistics, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, 
Beijing, China”, was used in this study. The speech data was segmented into 
phones based on the labels and placed into separate wave files. For the 
purpose of training and testing, the phones from each Vowel Category (VC) 
were concatenated into single wave file, representing one VC. 

4.4. Universal Background Vowel Category Model (UBVCM) Training 

and Testing 

Our study confines to vowel categories only, therefore, in our experiments, a 
Universal Background Vowel Category Model (UBVCM) [7] is built in a UBM 
fashion. A batch of vowels is obtained from the annotated speech data. The 
vowels are then used to estimate UBVCM based on the EM algorithm and the 
GMM modeling, giving a group of UBVCMs. 

Vowel category (VC) models replace conventional speaker models. Vowel 
sequence and then VC sequences are obtained from training utterances of 
the speaker. Each VC model is estimated from UBVCM using the MAP 
algorithm with features of the vowels corresponding to the VC. During speaker 
recognition, the speech annotated test utterance is used to obtain VCs. Each 
VC is scored against its corresponding UBVCM, giving n scores. These n 
scores are fused to obtain the final score. 
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4.5. Results and Discussion 

Table 2 represents the results of individual categories. Compared with the 
EER% of our previous work [18], which was of no less than 42%, this 
experiment has shown a huge improvement.  

Table 2. Results Comparison Of UBVCM with [18] 

EER % 

VCs Complete length 3 sec 2 sec 1 sec 
Category “a” 10.00 13.90 14.27 17.46 
Category “e” 17.78 20.53 20.42 21.81 
Category “i” 10.56 13.76 14.03 16.18 
Category “o” 10.56 15.85 15.09 18.5 
Category “u” 17.78 15.44 18.63 18.9 
Average 13.336 15.90 16.49 18.57 
Min 10.00 13.76 14.03 16.18 
Max 17.78 20.53 20.42 21.81 

 
The following measures have been different in this approach compared to 

the baseline system, yielding better results. 
1. Vowel Categories: In the previous unilateral vowels [a, e, i, o, u, v] 

represented the main categories. Diphthongs were divided into the 
categories based on the first vowel. e.g. “iang” was put under category 
i1 (i followed by neutral vowel). However, in the present work, vowel 
categories have been merged into 5 broad level categories, such that 
the unilateral vowels come under the same name category except the 
unrounded high-back vowel “v”. “v” has been merged with “u”, the 
rounded high-back vowel category, hence giving the categories [a, e, i, 
o and u]. The diphthongs are categorized based on the dominant/open 
vowel in it, e.g. “iang” is placed in category “a” because /a/ is the 
dominant vowel in it. The categories of mid vowels e.g. “e” have not 
been changed in order to keep a fairly balanced distribution of 
phoneme across the vowel categories. 

a. Segmentation method: Segmentation of speech has been a 
big difference between our current and previous work. In the 
previous work [18], speech was segmented randomly before 
phoneme recognition and categorization. In the current work, 
however, annotated speech data was used on which phoneme 
level recognition had been performed earlier. The speech was 
subsequently segmented using the labels and each category 
was separated. Later, training and testing was performed on 
those vowel segments combined into one wave (.wav) file. 

Following observations are made from the results in Table 2: 
1. Data segmentation plays an important role. It shows that when 

performing SUSR, it is necessary to have a meaningful unit of sound 
like a complete phoneme. If speech is segmented randomly, as 
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described in Section 3, the individual information from each phoneme is 
wasted. Using a complete vowel, on the other hand, allows a speaker 
recognition system to make use of idiosyncrasies of a speaker in 
pronouncing that vowel.  

2. If an entire phoneme is taken, it does not remain necessary to have 
accurate speech recognition. Instead broad phoneme categories can 
provide good results.  

3. The vowel segments may be shorter than 500 ms, but being complete 
segments, they contain a large amount of speaker related information, 
pronunciation habits in particular.  

4. Category “a” has given the best performance as shown in Tables 2. It is 
important to note that “a” is the most open vowel category in the set of 
VCs. Therefore, in articulating open vowels as those that fall in VC “a”, 
speaker specific voice attributes are represented in the speech un-
constricted. This is the reason vowel /a/ and other similar vowels can 
be a preferred choice in speaker recognition based on phonemes.  

a. Categories “e” and “u” have higher EER as shown in Table 2.  
b. For category “e”, the reason could be the presence of 

phoneme “er” in category "e". The r-colored “e” or 儿 (in 

Chinese) has frequent occurrence in speech. The presence of 
the retroflex “r” brings about a constriction in the airway and 
consonant-like properties to the vowel, which is a variation 
from pure vowel. This causes a variation in speech in which 
one type of speech is different from other. This is why 
mismatch might have occurred and affected the results. This 
further strengthens our hypothesis that phonemes that fall 
under the same category provide higher chances of better 
results.  

c. Similarly, for category “u”, the reason of low performance could 
be the relative closeness of /u/. The narrowed airway due to 
backness of tongue and roundedness of mouth allow less 
amount of vocal tract information to enter the speech signal. 

5. When taking phoneme categories all by themselves, pure vowels 
contain a larger amount of speaker information compared to 
diphthongs because their open and unrestricted properties allow vocal 
tract information to enter the speech signals.  

6. Lastly but most importantly, it is worthy to note that the average training 
length of speech data used in our method was about 1 minute on 
average for each vowel category compared to 2.5 minutes of training 
length with continuous speech as described in Section 3. This shows 
that vowel categories perform better than continuous speech with 
smaller training durations hence reducing the computation cost and 
time of training process significantly. 

 
The results from our method using VC sequences has shown an 

improvement of 37.73% of relative EER reduction compared to our baseline 
system using continuous speech and a relative EER reduction of 36.17% 
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compared to the minimum value of EER from the existing works (Section 1.2) 
using 2 seconds of speech.  

5. Speech Unit Category based SUSR 

In order to extend our research of phonemes from vowels to other units of 
speech, we initially gave a Syllable Category bases SUSR system in [19]. In 
Section 4, we presented improvement in vowel categories, which yielded 
vastly better results compared with [18]. In this section we present VCs, SCs 
as well as CCs for short utterance speaker recognition. Universal Background 
VC, CC and SC Models in Universal Background Model (UBM) fashion [7] as 
we did in our previous works [18, 28]. We use phonemic knowledge of 
phonemes to bring together similar speech units under single category. The 
purpose of this research is to determine which type of speech units provide 
better speaker recognition information.  

5.1. Vowel, Consonant and Syllable Categories 

Tables 3 and 4 respectively describe vowel and consonant categories (Based 
on Standard Chinese) used in current experiments.  

Table 3. Vowel categories 

VC Representation Vowels 

Long /a/ type aa a, an, ang, ai, ao 
Short /a/ type a1 e, en, eng, i (zi) 
/u/ type u u, ou, un, ong, iong, iou 
/i/ and /v/ type i2 i, v, in, ing, vn 
/e/ type e ei, ie, a, ian, ve, van, 

uei, ven 
/i/ diphthongs ia ia, iao, iang, iu, 
/u/ diphthongs  ua ua, uai, uan, uang, o, 

uen, ui, uo, yuan 
retroflex er i (zhi), er 

 
We also devise the following Syllable Categories by combining vowel and 

consonant categories. Since there is limitation to the valid combination of 
initials (consonants) and finals (vowels) [29], all vowel categories do not 
appear under each consonant category. liq category represents liquids, e.g. 
no-initial syllables and syllable starting in /l/. 

 
plo_aa, plo_a1, plo_u, plo_i2, plo_e, plo_ua, ploh_aa, ploh_a1, ploh_u, 

ploh_i2, ploh_e, ploh_ua, nl_aa, nl_a1, nl_u, nl_i2, nl_e, hiss_aa, hiss_a1, 
hiss_u, hiss_ua, retro_aa, retro_a1, retro_u, retro_ua, affric_aa, affric_a1, 
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affric_u, affric_i2, affric_e, affric_ia, affric_ua, liq_aa, liq_a1, liq_u, liq_i2, liq_e, 
liq_ia, liq_ua, and retro_er. The retro_er category incorporates all syllables 
ending in retroflex vowels. 

Table 4. Consonant categories 

CC Representation Consonants 

Plosives plo b, d, g 
Aspirated Plosives ploh p, t, k 
Nasals and Laterals nl m, n, l 
Hiss sounds hiss h, f 
Retroflex retro_c zh, ch, sh, r 
Affricates and Fricatives affric s, z, c, j, q, x 

 
Knowledge based approach is used to devise the categories because rules 

of Chinese Language limit the total number of syllables and there are some 
syllables against which very scant data is obtained. 

5.2. Experimental Results and Discussion 

With the similar training and testing conditions as described in Section 2, we 
perform Speaker Recognition on each of the vowel, consonant and syllable 
categories. Each speech unit based UBM corresponds to its specific vowel, 
consonant or syllable category.  

The results for syllable, vowel and consonant categories have been 
described in Tables 5 to Table 9.  

Tables 5 and 6 present the results of syllable categories and Table 7 gives 
statistical summary of syllable category results.  

Tables 8 and 9 respectively show results of vowel and consonant 
categories. 

Tables 5, 6 and 7 show the syllable category results. Minimum values of 
EER% are 9.9%, 10% and 15.38% for 3 seconds, 2 seconds and 1 second 
respectively. In addition, 1.1% of EER has been obtained for Retro_er 
category for an average 18 seconds of test length.   

The following observations have been made from these results: 
1. It is observed from the results in Tables 5, 6 and 7 that longer test 

lengths are generally associated with better performance.  
2. /a/ and /a/ based diphthongs, e.g. ia and ua based categories have 

shown better results proving that openness in vowels contributes to 
better performance.  

3. The lower performance in case of /u/ based categories show that 
performance can deteriorate with closeness of vocal tract.  

4. In some cases there is a sudden degradation of performance when 
sequence length becomes smaller (3 seconds or less). However, 
generally, length of test utterance, when smaller, does not deteriorate 
greatly. 
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5. In some instances, the EERs reduce when shorter utterances are used 
(e.g. SC retro_ua, SC affric_u). The reason could be that when smaller 
utterances are used, the effect of potentially unfavorable speech units 
is reduced.  

6. Overall, long /a/ vowels (aa and ia), /e/ based categories, plosive based 
syllables and affricate/fricative categories in general have performed 
better.  

7. Retroflex categories, especially the syllables ending in a retroflex (e.g. 
retro_er) show the promise of extremely good results. With training 
length ranging between 33 seconds to 44 seconds and test length of no 
longer than 22 seconds, the EER% was 1.11 with ID rate of 100%. This 
is because the articulation of retroflex sounds varies a lot from one 
person to another. 

Table 5. Syllable category results in terms of EER% - Part 1 

SC Full Length 3 Sec 2 Sec 1 Sec 

 Length (sec) EER% 

plo_aa 0:09-0:12 10.00 17.37 16.56 17.82 

plo_a1 0:08-0:11 18.33 25.00 24.17 26.85 

plo_u 0:06-0:08 12.22 19.44 20.22 20.83 

plo_i2 0:02-0:03 18.88 14.81 15.00 17.85 

plo_e 0:03-0:08 21.11 20.55 26.08 29.29 

plo_ua 0:10-0:13 10.00 15.78 17.27 19.39 

ploh_aa 0:05-0:06 18.33 17.85 16.97 18.78 

ploh_a1 0:03-0:04 21.67 26.11 29.39 32.80 

ploh_u 0:03-0:03 21.11 34.25 30.00 38.23 

ploh_i2 0:02-0:02 18.33 18.33 26.31 24.13 

ploh_e 140ms-500ms 29.44 29.44 29.44 29.44 

ploh_ua 0:01-0:02 20.00 20.00 27.77 25.92 

nl_aa 0:03-0:04 22.22 34.31 25.00 29.62 

nl_a1 0:03-0:03 28.33 30.40 30.00 32.43 

nl_u 688ms-941ms 37.78 37.78 37.78 37.78 

nl_i2 0:01-0:02 21.11 21.11 25.25 20.10 

nl_e 0:07-0:09 9.44 11.80 12.76 16.40 

 
The results show that speech unit categories perform very well in SUSR. 

Even with conventional GMM-UBM system, the results have shown that 
idiosyncrasies of speaker at phoneme level have its advantages in SUSR and 
they do not go wasted at short segments, rather each unit of speech; vowel, 
consonant or syllable, contains significant information about speaker’s 
identity. 
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Table 6. Syllable category results in terms of EER% - Part 2 

SC Full Length (sec) 3 sec 2 sec 1 sec 

 Length EER% 
hiss_aa 0:06-0:08 12.22 23.33 25.00 25.00 
hiss_a1 0:08-0:09 27.78 28.25 27.03 27.71 
hiss_u 0:04-0:06 27.78 27.27 22.77 33.53 
hiss_ua 0:05-0:07 10.00 17.85 21.05 22.22 
retro_aa 0:08-0:10 10.00 15.78 19.66 19.56 
retro_a1 0:22-0:28 10.00 15.56 17.87 23.75 
retro_u 0:11-0:13 10.00 21.49 20.87 21.66 
retro_ua 0:03-0:04 18.88 28.89 26.26 26.57 
affric_aa 0:09-0:10 8.33 17.83 16.88 18.42 
affric_a1 0:05-0:06 11.11 21.75 26.76 28.74 
affric_u 0:08-0:11 40.00 30.55 32.33 38.97 
affric_i2 0:31-0:39 2.22 10.74 13.00 16.90 
affric_e 0:12-0:15 10.00 12.50 14.39 15.38 
affric_ia 0:15-0:19 18.33 17.56 15.73 18.25 
affric_ua 0:03-0:04 11.11 14.91 10.00 21.05 
liq_aa 0:06-0:09 12.22 15.79 17.77 21.69 
liq_a1 0:06-0:08 20.00 26.66 26.42 32.85 
liq_u 0:06-0:09 18.88 19.44 20.80 21.58 
liq_i2 0:16-0:23 10.00 14.86 17.03 18.00 
liq_e 0:08-0:11 9.44 13.73 13.62 17.88 
liq_ia 0:04-0:05 18.33 20.00 20.68 20.40 
liq_ua 985ms-0:01 20.55 20.55 20.55 22.83 
retro_er 0:16-0:22 1.11 9.93 11.00 15.95 

Table 7. Summary of Syllable category results in terms of EER% 

 Full Length 3 sec 2 sec 1 sec 

Average 16.91 20.99 21.69 24.16 
Minimum 1.11 9.93 10.00 15.38 
Maximum 40.00 37.78 37.78 38.97 

 
It can be seen from Tables 8 that Vowels present an extremely feasible 

option for SUSR.  
Minimum values of EER% for 3 seconds, 2 seconds and 1 second of test 

length has been 13.72, 12.93 and 16.09 respectively.  The Category ia has 
been seen to be consistent with the best results.  

In conformity with results in Section 4.5, vowel categories have shown 
good results. This proves that with careful selection of phoneme categories, 
performance of speaker recognition improves significantly when phoneme 
category sequences are used for speaker recognition with short utterances, 
even when they are as little as 1 second. 
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Table 8. Vowel category results in terms of EER% 

VC Complete 
Length (sec) 

3 sec 2 sec 1 sec 

 Utterance length EER% 

aa 0:35 0:43 10.00 14.72 15.36 17.40 

a1 0:34 0:47 18.33 21.00 21.36 22.58 

U 0:31 0:42 10.55 17.16 18.47 20.29 

i2 0:39 0:52 10.56 14.74 14.97 16.09 

E 0:30 0:38 12.22 16.41 15.85 18.73 

Ia 0:11 0:15 11.11 13.72 12.93 17.28 

ua 0:20 0:28 12.22 18.84 18.98 21.39 

er 0:09 0:14 18.88 20.51 19.54 21.30 

Average   12.98 17.14 17.18 19.38 

Min   10.00 13.72 12.93 16.09 

Max   18.88 21.00 21.36 22.58 

Table 9. Consonant category results in terms of EER% 

CC Complete Length 
(sec) 

3 sec 2 sec 1 sec 

 Utterance 
length 

EER% 

plo 0:04 0:09 40.55 45.83 42.10 45.58 

ploh 0:05 0:08 30.00 30.65 31.70 33.33 

nl 0:07 0:11 30.00 29.72 28.30 30.80 

hiss 0:08 0:14 30.00 30.23 38.00 36.20 

retro_c 0:22 0:31 30.00 35.41 34.79 36.87 

affric 0:33 0:43 30.00 29.99 32.98 34.40 

plo 0:04 0:09 40.55 45.83 42.10 45.58 

ploh 0:05 0:08 30.00 30.65 31.70 33.33 

Average   31.76 33.64 34.65 36.20 

Min   30.00 29.72 28.30 30.80 

Max   40.55 45.83 42.10 45.58 

 
Table 9 shows the results of speaker recognition performance with 

consonant categories. With minimum EER% of 29.72, 28.3% and 30.8% for 3 
seconds, 2 seconds and 1 second, consonant categories have not shown 
promising results. The minimum values have been obtained with the nasal-
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lateral category. The reasons behind poor performance of SUSR with 
consonant categories are: 

1. Consonants generally have very little duration. The duration does not 
allow speaker variations in speech signals to be captured to their full 
extents. 

2. Many consonants are produced without vibration of vocal cords i.e. 
unvoiced consonants. Due to this factor, the properties of sound are 
reduced to white noise like hiss, bursts and silences. Such sounds do 
not have any significant speaker related information in them. 

3. Consonants, when on their own, do not have active signals and 
idiosyncratic information in them. 

4. The constriction in vocal tract, when uncoupled with vowels, contributes 
to the lower performance of SUSR. 

5. The minimum values of EER% have been obtained from nasal-lateral 
consonant category. This is the consonant category with most voicing 
activity as well as vowel like properties of laterals allow some speaker 
variation in speech signals. 

 
It is because of the above factors that we do not recommend consonant 
sequence based speaker recognition i.e. when consonants are used on their 
own without their combination with vowels. However when coexisting with 
vowels, they impact the properties of vowels (especially at the transition 
boundary). This fact can be proven by the good results shown by syllable 
categories in Table 5, 6 and 7. Therefore, although the importance of 
consonants in speech is undeniable and their impact on speaker recognition 
can be considerable, they are not a feasible choice when used alone. 

Using Syllable Categories for our SUSR system there has been a relative 
EER reduction of 55.61% and 54.50% compared to our baseline system with 
continuous speech and minimum EER recorded in literature (Section 1.2) 
respectively for 2 seconds of test utterance length.  

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

Our research discusses how phone unit categories can be used in SUSR. We 
used conventional GMM-UBM models for different category types. We show 
from an experiment on randomly divided continuous speech that a complete 
speech unit is very important when we are performing speaker recognition on 
units as small as 1 second. Our results on the experiments based on speech 
units like vowels, and syllables show that text dependent speaker recognition 
based on speech units gives significantly better results in SUSR. Although 
consonants are extremely important in speech, when they are used alone, 
they do not provide good results. However in combination with vowels i.e. 
syllables, they provide quite good results. We conclude from our experiments 
that when short utterances are used, it is better to use phonemes rather than 
continuous speech. Phonemes can use knowledge of utterances, while using 
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categories allowing the system to use rudimentary speech recognition, not 
requiring high accuracy. Our results show that different speech units have 
different performances. So, in performing real time speaker recognition, 
priority can be given to specific speech units while poor performing speech 
units can be avoided to ensure recognition.  

As part of future work, we propose the following potential research 
directions: 

1. Applying data driven statistical method for determining the phone units 
as an alternative of current knowledge based approach.  

2. Study of formant dynamics at speech units and their role in SUSR. 
3. Exploring speaker recognition in complete absence of a specific 

speech unit category due to fewer amounts of training data. 
4. Cross speech unit category experimentation in order to understand 

which categories perform well against each other.  
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